The CERES Forum™ is a Financial Services Information Sharing and Analysis Center (FS-ISAC) group serving the needs of central banks, regulators and supervisory entities. Members receive timely, targeted information, tools and resources about cyberthreats and threat mitigation strategies.

As a CERES Forum member, your organization becomes part of a community that shares similar concerns and responsibilities related to malicious cyber-activity in the financial sector. Membership in the forum provides you not only top-down information from FS-ISAC, but a means of discussing current threats, trends, best practices and solutions with your peers in financial oversight institutions.

Information sharing among CERES Forum members occurs through a secure portal, coordinated conference calls, live events and focused email distribution lists.

**Member Benefits:**

- Receive real-time threat assessments, real-time intelligence, vulnerability and incident alerts.
- Access to a secure portal with anonymous sharing capabilities.
- Receive members-only curated content.
- Participate in or observe cyber-exercises.
- Have access to best practices research and papers.

Receiving timely, specific threat intelligence improves your ability to quickly respond to cyberthreats. You can also use this information to strengthen your institution's cybersecurity posture. Longer term, sharing insights about cyber-risks and strategies with colleagues in other oversight bodies will help you develop appropriate risk-mitigation policies and programs for your sector. While the CERES Forum is distinct from other information sharing communities within FS-ISAC, it also leverages the substantial research, analysis and correlation capabilities offered by FS-ISAC as a whole, including cybersecurity exercises, playbooks, Summits and best practices.

**How Do I Join?**

To determine your eligibility in the CERES Forum and for a member application, email membership@CERESForum.com

---

The Financial Services Information Sharing and Analysis Center (FS-ISAC) is an industry consortium dedicated to reducing cyber-risk in the global financial system. Serving financial institutions and in turn their customers, the organization leverages its intelligence platform, resiliency resources, and a trusted peer-to-peer network of experts to anticipate, mitigate and respond to cyberthreats. FS-ISAC has nearly 7,000-member firms with users in more than 70 countries. Headquartered in USA, the organization has offices in the UK and Singapore. To learn more, visit fsisac.com.